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lightener
Light Master 40vol + Bond Ultim8

SECTION
Use a profile parting and radial parting to divide the hair
into 4 quadrants.

pre-lighten
S E C TI O N S 1 , 2 , 3 , & 4 :
Heavily Balayage Lightener Formula starting at the mid lengths
through to the ends.

PROCESS FOR UP TO 50 MINUTES
RINSE WELL + SHAMPOO

formula
Base Formula: SC 8M
A: CS SPV

C: CS SPV + Quartz Pink 1:1

B: CS Berry Violet

D: CS Quartz Pink

a p p ly
Apply Base Formula to the regrowth. Use 1/2 inch
subsections and foils to separate. Using macroweave
sections, alternate the following formulas.

BOT TO M W E AV E
A: CS SPV
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C: CS SPV +
Quartz Pink 1:1
D: CS Quartz Pink

TO P W E AVE
B: CS Berry Violet
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A: CS SPV
C: CS SPV +
Quartz Pink 1:1

PROCESS FOR UP TO 20 MINUTES
RINSE WELL

A P P LY
Apply Bond Ultim8 Step 2. Process for 10-20 minutes.
Rinse, Shampoo & Condition with Total Results High Amplify.
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PERIMETER
To create the length line, start with the head tilted
slightly forward, and comb hair down to natural fall.
At 0 degree elevation, create the perimeter length
line by point cutting using horizontal partings.

SECTIONING
Create a profile parting at natural fall from the
forehead to the nape.

shape
S E CTI O N 1
Working from the back towards the sides, reshape
the baseline by point cutting at a low elevation.

S E CTI O N 2
In the front of the ear, pull the hair slightly forward
and start rounding up towards the face.

When the front hairline is reached, change to slide
cutting. Use this technique sliding from the top
downward to open up the shape around the face.

Once complete, create detail by using deep
point-cutting at the perimeter to remove weight
and add texture.
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style
On damp hair apply Style Link Gloss
Booster throughout the hair.
Rough dry the hair with your hands to
create a loose texture.

C R E ATE
Brush the hair to one side, allowing front
pieces to fall to frame the face on the
opposite side.

Apply a small amount of Style Link Grip
Definer to the mid-length and ends to
create a soft, loose braid using a 3-strand
technique and secure with a clear elastic.

Expand the braid by gently pulling on the
sides along the entire length.

finish
Finish with Oil Wonder Volume Rose
hairspray to set the look.

